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With the advance of information construction and intensive management in tax trade, 
there’s a lot of data have accumulated in “Information Silo”, which is made of various 
application systems. However, China’s tax department is currently in data distributed, 
heterogeneous data, static and single query, weak data analysis capabilities and so on. 
The data warehouse design and construction of Integrated Data Application System, 
are important requirements to further raise tax’s scientific management. 
Based on the theory of data warehouse, this paper discussed application methods 
of the technology in tax trade, combining with the Tax Integrated Data Application 
System. It described the logic processing methods on requirements analysis, data 
warehouse design, application architecture design, development, deployment, testing, 
running effect and discussed the methods of extraction and transformation in the 
system in detail. The main research contents of this paper are as follows: 
1.Raise the overall intent of system construction and construction planning by 
analyzing the data application status quo of a provincial tax department and complete 
the feasibility study of the Integrated Data Application System construction. Improve 
the data warehouse design by establishing thematic domains, conceptual model, 
logical model and physical model. Propose the ideas on system framework, technical 
framework, data layer architecture and application design. 
2.Establish the system architecture deployment and development platform. Via 
describing business implementation on the specific business modules, explain the 
notion of development on ETL and query framework design. Bewrite the system 
implementation strategy and the running effect.  
3.Compile the test plan and complete the integration testing. The results showed 
that the system have achieved the desired objectives. 
Realization of the system solves the two major problems: great amout history 
data accumulation and single statistical analysis. It also provides the foundation for 
the future development in informatization work. 
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